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Digital Forensics Tools **009 Okay. So we'll talk a little bit about digital forensics tools. Remember, this portion of the course is a view from kind of higher up, not specific tools, but how to deal with tools when you're thinking about possibly standing up your own digital forensics capability within your organization.
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"Many forensic products allow the analyst to perform a wide range of processes to analyze files and applications, as well as collecting files, reading disk images, and extracting data from files."
-NIST Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques into Incident Response Importance lies within analysts knowledge of 'analysis'
• Analyst must know how to apply information retrieved from tools.
• Information must be documented effectively, efficiently, and accurately. 
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Training and preparation should occur before an incident.
Document and attempt resolution of any issues that occur during preparation or training.
Have tools and equipment ready/updated in advance.
Have adequate storage media forensically prepared (wiped and formatted).
Place tools onto prepared media and use one media device per machine imaged.
Preparation of Tools and Equipment
**011 Okay. So again, from an organizational standpoint, want to be thinking about the training and the preparation. This should occur before an incident, right? So...And this seems very obvious, but I think many people have been part of an organization where you were supposed to be trained to do something, you were supposed to get together with this team to how to do this thing before it actually occurred, and you end up jumping through hoops to figure out how to do it on the fly. Right? So you want to work to--and this talks about documenting and attempting resolution of any issues to occur. We're talking about practicing, training and exercising, right. So if you're going to set up a team, you want to put them together in such a way that they had the opportunity to work together and they get to try out their tools before an innocent [sic] happens. Because you don't want that to be the very first time they try something is when you're trying to jump through hoops to get at what actually happened.
Okay. But having the tools ready in advance and up-to-date. That can be interesting, right? Who hasn't turned on a Windows machine after about two to three weeks? What does it try to do when you turn it on and also try to turn it off?
Students: Updates.
Instructor: Updates. Right. So if you're opening it up, when you're trying to run off to do your remote and then you're closing it to try to run off, well, you don't want to pull power, right? And you don't want to lose network connectivity because you're pulling down information. So keeping things up-to-date, right? And sometimes the most recent version of the particular software comes out and it'll fix the little issues that you might've had. So you want to stay on top of those kind of things, right?
Having adequate media storage. From the get-go. It's very difficult in the middle of it to try to find your drives and make sure that they're wiped and formatted correctly. 
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Tools used for digital forensics offer multiple uses.
• Operational Troubleshooting -several tools used for digital forensics provide system admin troubleshooting capabilities -Application QC -Auditing OS and application configurations
• Log Monitoring -analysis and correlation of log entries
• Data Recovery -lost data has been stored for forensics purposes
• Data Acquisition -continuity of data is taken care of in advance 
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